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Adobe InDesign CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAdobe Press, 2005
Do you spend too much time doing repetitive production tasks such as placing and  replacing images, correcting errors in text, cutting and pasting, and preparing  files for printing, instead of being creative? Do you use Adobe InDesign CS2 and  have a strong working knowledge of JavaScript? Then you're in luck. Since Adobe  Creative Suite 2 was...
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Windows XP Under the Hood: Hardcore Windows Scripting and Command Line PowerQue, 2002
Get ready to roll up those shirtsleeves, pop the hood, and get a little Windows grime under those fingernails! This is a book about tools, nuts and bolts. Through lucid tutorials and examples, Windows XP Under the Hood shows how to use scripting and batch tools to automate repetitive tasks. You'll master the gory details of the...
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Ruby Series Rails Plugins: Extending Rails Beyond the CoreAddison Wesley, 2006
One of the most powerful aspects of the Rails framework is the ability to extend and override it within your own applications. This is achieved through the Rails plugin mechanism, which provides an avenue for Rails developers to add powerful new features to their applications and share this functionality with the worldwide...
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The Aramaeans in Ancient Syria (Handbook of Oriental Studies)Brill Academic Publishers, 2013

	The historical and cultural role of the Aramaeans in ancient Syria can hardly be overestimated. Thus The Aramaeans in Ancient Syria gives precise and up-to-date information on different aspects of Aramaean culture. To that end, history, society, economy and law, language and script, literature, religion, art and architecture of the...
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Build Awesome Command-Line Applications in Ruby 2: Control Your Computer, Simplify Your LifePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Speak directly to your system. With its simple commands, flags, and parameters, a well-formed command-line application is the quickest way to automate a backup, a build, or a deployment and simplify your life. With this book, you'll learn specific ways to write command-line applications that are easy to use, deploy, and maintain, using a...
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Construct Game Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to Construct Game Development Beginner's Guide. In this book, you will be

	learning to use the free and open source software Construct Classic to make your own

	video games from scratch.





	Construct Classic is a DirectX 9-based game creation environment for Windows, designed for

	making 2D games. Construct...
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ASP.NET 1.1 Insider SolutionsSams Publishing, 2004
Are you getting the most from ASP.NET? While it’s easy to build quite complex pages quickly
and easily with ASP.NET, if you acquire a more intimate knowledge of the .NET Framework as
a whole, you can really take advantage of the great features it provides.

This book explores some of the more advanced topics that help you...
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Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1999
 The Tcl/Tk best-seller, now completely updated for Tcl 8.2 and the Tcl Web Server!  

 Tcl/Tk 8.2 is the first scripting language that can handle enterprise-wide integration tasks that encompass Windows, Solaris, Macintosh, and other key platforms. Now, in this fully updated Third Edition, Tcl/Tk development team member and best-selling...
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Creating Game Art for 3D Engines (Game Development)Charles River, 2007
Learn how to create commercial-quality game art and make it come alive in a 3D engine! "Creating Game Art for 3D Engines" is the ideal guide for the serious student or aspiring animator who wants to learn how to create and successfully export game art, from simple shapes to full-blown characters. Using Autodesk® 3ds Max® to...
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Gradle in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Gradle in Action is a comprehensive guide to end-to-end project automation with Gradle. Starting with the basics, this practical, easy-to-read book discusses how to build a full-fledged, real-world project. Along the way, it touches on advanced topics like testing, continuous integration, and...
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Group Policy: Fundamentals, Security, and the Managed DesktopSybex, 2013

	The Ultimate Book on Group Policy


	Freshly updated to include Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012, Group Policy: Fundamentals, Security, and the Managed Desktop, Second Edition is the book for learning everything you need to know about Group Policy, no matter which version of Windows you use. Microsoft...
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Automating System Administration with Perl: Tools to Make You More EfficientO'Reilly, 2009

	If you do systems administration work of any kind, you have to deal with the growing complexity of your environment and increasing demands on your time. Automating System Administration with Perl, Second Edition, not only offers you the right tools for your job, but also suggests the best way to approach specific problems and to securely...
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